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Dance Research Journal, published twice yearly by the Congress on Research in Dance (CORD), carries scholarly articles, book
reviews, a list of books and journals received, and reports of scholarly conferences, archives, and other projects of interest to the field.
Contributions for publication consideration are open to both members and nonmembers of CORD, and will be accepted at any time.

Views expressed in DRJ are the authors', and not necessarily those of the editors, CORD, or CORD officers.

Editor—Lynn Matluck Brooks, Dance Program, Franklin & Marshall College, P.O. Box 3003, Lancaster, PA 17604-3003 U.S.A.

Reviews Editor—Deidre Sklar, World Arts and Cultures, Dance Department, Dance Building 124, University of California, Los
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Dance Resarch Journal is edited and produced at Franklin & Marshall College. Membership/subscription information and orders
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Brockport, NY 14420.

Dance Research Journal is distributed to bookstores in the United States only by Bemhard DeBoer, Inc., 113 E. Centre Street, Nutley,
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Guide for Contributors
Articles: Manuscripts should be submitted to the DRJ editor. DRJ
is a refereed journal, using a blind review process. Article manu-
scripts must be accompanied by written assurance that they have not
been published, submitted, or accepted for publication elsewhere.
They will not be returned unless accompanied by return postage.

Manuscripts should contribute original material. They may be
research reports, discussions of theory and methods, critical synthe-
ses, or evaluations of the state of knowledge or method in the
different disciplines involved in dance research. Articles are evalu-
ated by the Editor and at least two outside readers. The review
process is completed as quickly as possible, and every attempt is
made to notify authors regarding acceptance within three months.
The Editor reserves the right to reject or return for revision any
material on the grounds of inappropriate subject matter, quality, or
length.

Authors must prepare manuscripts for blind review by putting their
name on a separate title page only, and by submitting three clear
copies of the manuscript. The entire manuscript, including notes,
bibliography, and indented long quotations, should be double spaced.
Notes must be numbered consecutively throughout the article and
typed on a separate sheet as end notes. Manuscripts, including notes
and bibliographies, should follow the Chicago Manual of Style,
unless the paper is written in a discipline such as anthropology or
biology that follows adifferent method of footnote style. Illustrative
materials, such as tables, maps, and graphic notation, should be done
in black ink and should be camera-ready copy. Photographs should
have a glossy finish, and authors must obtain permission to publish
them if taken by individuals other than themselves. All manuscripts
must be accompanied by an abstract of 50-100 words and biblio-
graphical information of four-six lines that includes current evi-
dence of expertise in the topic of the article.

Reviews: Book reviews are assigned by the Book Review Editor,
but individuals wishing to review a particular book may submit an
inquiry to the Book Review Editor. Reviews in the current issue are
the best guide to correct format. The heading should include name

of author(s) or editor(s), book title (underlined), place of publica-
tion, name of publisher, year of publication, number of pages, cloth
or paperbound, and price. Reviews should be scholarly in orienta-
tion, and approximately 1500-2000 words in length. A parallel
format should be used for film and other material.

Reports: Reports are assigned by the Editor, but individuals
wishing to submit a report on a particular conference or activity are
encouraged to submit an inquiry to the Editor. Reports should
include what, where, when, who, and how, and should specify the
relevance of the activity to dance research. Related literature should
be cited, if relevant.

Final Manuscript Approval: Authors of articles will be consulted
before finalization of editorial decisions. Galley proofs will be sent
during the printing process and should be examined by authors and
returned within the specified time.

Copyright: DRJ publishes previously unpublished original re-
search. CORD copyrights each issue of the journal as a collective
work; individual authors retain rights to their individual works.

Authors of individual works published in CORD have the right to
republish their own work in whole or in part, and in identical or
modified form. As the original publisher, CORD requests a letter to
the Chairof the CORD Editorial Board notifying of any republication.
All republications, in whatever form, must be credited with one of
the following statements:

This article was originally published in Dance Research
Journal, Vol. (number), No. (number), (date).

or
An earlier version of this article appeared in Dance
Research Journal, Vol. (number), No. (number), (date).

Complimentary Copies: Contributors of major articles will re-
ceive three complimentary copies of the issue in which their article
was published; authors of reviews and reports will receive two
complimentary copies.
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